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Figure 1. Study [18-F] FDG PET/CT in which a solitary hypermetabolic lesion
We present the case of a 62‐year‐
is observed in the gingival area of the upper jaw (SUVmax 27), which corresold woman with a history of a fi‐
ponds in the morphological image to an exophytic lesion located on the extracbrohistiocytic variant of a pulmonary
tion of the tooth 11 in the maximum intensity projection (MIP). (Figure 1A,
inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor
arrow), axial section (Figure 1B, arrow) and sagittal section (Figure 1C, arrow)
treated by a lobectomy of the right
lower lobe and lymphadenectomy
of the intrapulmonary area and
pulmonary ligament, and a history
of tooth extraction 11 due to a ves‐
tibular fistula torpid.
In a control [18‐F] FDG PET/CT
study, a solitary hypermetabolic le‐
sion suggestive of malignancy was
observed in the gingival area of the
upper jaw (Figure1 A‐C) and 3D re‐
construction (Figure 2).
Given the suspicion of malig‐
nancy, a partial maxillectomy of
teeth 13‐23 was carried out with
placement of an obturator pros‐
thesis. Analysis confirmed the me‐
tastatic etiology by observing
hypercellular areas with a fascicu‐
late pattern and broader sarcoma‐
toid areas. Immunohistochemical
analysis showed strong ALK ex‐
pression, higher FLI1 expression,
and lower CD10 and TLE1 expres‐
sion. At present, the patient re‐
mains asymptomatic.
Inflammatory myofibroblastic tumor (IMT), also
mediate malignancy, however, as it has a tendency to
known as inflammatory pseudotumor, xanthoma, plasma
local aggressiveness and recurrences and, on rare occa‐
cell granuloma, pseudosarcoma, lymphoid hematoma,
sions, may trigger distant metastases1‐4. The etiology is
myxoid hamartoma and inflammatory myofibrohistiocy‐
unknown at this point in time, although inflammation,
tic proliferation1,2, is an uncommon neoplastic growth of
autoimmunity and previous infections are suggested as
mesenchymal proliferation and myofibroblast line at the
possible causes1‐4. IMT may be found in a wide variety of
expense of myofibroblasts. an obvious inflammatory in‐
locations, the most common being the pulmonary loca‐
filtrate composed of plasma cells, lymphocytes, and eo‐
tion, followed by the abdominal, skin, soft tissue, genital,
sinophils1‐4. This has generally been considered a benign
and mediastinum. It is typical of pediatric age and young
tumor. At present, it is considered a neoplasm of inter‐
adults2.
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cytokines (mainly IL‐1)3. It is necessary to
perform a differential diagnosis against other
non‐neoplastic entities such as reparative,
autoimmune or postinfection processes2,4.
The [18‐F] FDG PET/CT study is a very use‐
ful diagnostic test in the evaluation of the can‐
cer patient. [18‐F] FDG is a glucose analog that
accumulates in body cells in proportion to glu‐
cose utilization. The accumulation of [18‐F]
FDG in most tumor cells by over‐expression of
the GLUT‐1 transporter is characteristic, al‐
though active inflammatory processes can also
present a physiological increase in [18F] FDG
in granulocytes and mononuclear cells. IMT can
show a heterogeneous uptake of [18F] FDG
that can be explained by the variability of cellu‐
larity, the rate of cell proliferation and nuclear
atypia of tumor cells, as well as the composi‐
tion, proportion and activation of inflammatory
cells1,3,4. The treatment of choice is complete
surgical resection, being curative in 90% of
cases. It has been shown that previous steroidal
or non‐steroidal anti‐inflammatory treatment
can be useful to reduce tumor size, in local re‐
currences or in unresectable tumors1‐4.
In conclusion, we present the detection by an [18‐F]
FDG PET/CT study of a metastasis in the head and neck
region due to a tumor that rarely presents distant me‐
tastatic involvement.

Figure 2. 3D reconstruction of study [18F] FDG PET/CT that identified a hyper-metabolic lesion on an exophytic lesion located on
the extraction of tooth 11 (arrow)

Normally, IMT presents asymptomatically, being de‐
tected as an incidental finding in a radiological test, al‐
though it can occasionally produce symptoms secondary
to mass effect and nonspecific symptoms such as weight
loss, anemia or fever secondary to the production of
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